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You'll find my first year of blogging about leadership here.

My inspirations remain my sons, my parents, my upbringing and
those people I've worked with.

Thanks for reading.  I hope you have as rich a journey of life that I
have from experience, reflection and loving life.

Stephen
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Who is doing your dirty work?
Monday, August 10, 2009
This might seem like a strange first post (ever for me!) but it's top of mind from breakfast
with a trusted colleague last week.“If you don’t do your dirty work, who is?” she said over
breakfast. We were discussing the implication of those leaders who struggle in difficult
times,  either  personally  or  organisationally,  to  deal  with  the  difficult  stuff.  As  our
conversation progressed we both shared experiences of what we agreed can at times
feel like the “mire of filth” that sometimes we need to go into to sort problems out. It’s a
test of leadership to be able to roll your sleeves up, get down and dirty – there are some
things in life we can’t and shouldn’t delegate or farm off. What are things you as a leader
should never delegate? Or, looked at another way as Confucius (551-479 BCE - they
were clever counting backwards then) said “What you do not want done to yourself, do
not  do  to  others.”  Next  week I’m off  to  visit  a  friend on his  dairy  farm.  “Bring  your
gumboots”  he  said.  Looking  forward  to  the  mud!
Posted by Stephen Drain at 10:46AM ()

Have you been making deposits in your Trust
Bank?
Thursday, August 13, 2009
I recently attended my Uncle Stan's 80th birthday in Christchurch. My cousins of a similar
age to me who I had had virtually nothing to do with for over 30 years were there. I
suddenly became aware that we had gone from the usual pleasantries to something
much deeper and more meaningful - in about two minutes flat. The amazing thing was
that it was entirely nature and, for us all, safe. Why? Could it be more than just a family
connection I asked myself? Tucked away in Steven Covey's books is the concept of the
trust  bank.  We make deposits  of  trust  through our  own actions in  any relationship.
Sometimes, regrettably, we make withdrawals, but it's the balance that counts. There is
no visible central banking record to check your balance with anyone - as we practice and
work on our trust banks a growing awareness of whether the balance is healthy or not is
clear. In fact, we all know it don't we? "I trust her" or "I feel safe with", "I wouldn't say too
much to him". It's not complicated but unlike the banks and finance companies of the
current global crisis, those deposits stay there. Sometimes for years. Thanks Cousins!
We can have all the flash leadership theories, smart looking degrees and positions, but
where are we without a trust and its close relative safety? What are you doing to look
a f t e r  y o u r  a c c o u n t ?
[youtube=ht tp : / /www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYf8g7H9auU&hl=en&fs=1&]
Posted by Stephen Drain at 11:35PM ()

Is there really such a thing as Leadership?
Thursday, August 20, 2009
T h e  o t h e r  d a y  I  w a s  t h e  A i r p o r t .  L o o k i n g  t h r o u g h  t h e  v a r i o u s
management/leadership/inspiration books there is a book by Bob Jones -  Jones on
Management - with a section on Leadership. Jones, as many will know is one of New
Zealand’s  most  successful  property  developers  and  investors  with  a  lifetime  of
experience. His proposition is that Leadership is all fluff; that all you need is a general
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manager who does a good job managing and other people will see this, and if they are
properly rewarded, will also perform well. He suggests that many of the so-called great
leaders were managers who happened to be in the senior position at the right time -
Churchill and Mandela are two examples given. Could Jones be right? Could it all be
spin? I do know that there are many who are attracted to such a proposition. So what
defines leadership against its practical and straightforward brother management? Jones
is at least partly right. A good manager can do a good job if properly resourced and in the
right  position  -  this  is  what  his  proposition  is  -  that  positional  power  is  really  what
leadership is.  Really? Do we all  need to  have "position"  to  lead others -  is  leading
necessarily just being "the boss"? Do you lead because of what your title is? Or do you
lead because of other things? I know there are what I would call leaders amongst us who
can drive their team's performance though their energy, their deep understanding of
colleagues,  and  appreciating  their  unique  differences.  Of  course  such  people  can
become the boss and probably rightly so. What meaning will I bring to those that I lead?
How will my leadership help? Will performance improve because of me? Why should
anyone be led by me?
Posted by Stephen Drain at 06:20PM ()

Where is the peace?
Friday, August 21, 2009
Front page of the NZ Herald today features a story about the Peace Foundation. It seems
that anything other than peace is reigning at an organisation dedicated to promoting
peace - internal fighting, resignations at the top and public excluded from meetings. For
some time, I have been helping someone with a significant and painful dispute. Today an
important and public step was made to resolve the dispute by my friend. There will be
consequences for him (and more work still to be done), but he has been left with a sense
of lightness and hope for the future. As I looked to the other party I wondered as did
others: Will they have peace? Will what my friend has done pave the way for them to be
peaceful. We all hope so, but we're not sure. Today was a beautiful day in Auckland. The
sun shone and it felt like spring was close. As the sun set out the west side of my home I
reflected on the day. Would what my friend has done bring down this painful dispute for
everyone. I sincerely hope so as does he. Could he have done more? Not really, but
actually I realised a truth that I already knew. Peace is internal. No person or thing can
give it to us. Lotto, a new job, a new house or car are great but will they give us peace? It
might feel like it, for a moment. But the place to go is for many a scary and less travelled
place than the lotto shop or the lawyer. It's inside. Have a go. It's got all the answers for
you. That will be the real Foundation of Peace.
Posted by Stephen Drain at 06:53PM ()

What does our ancestry have to do with
leadership?
Wednesday, August 26, 2009
Over the last year or so I have been exploring my family tree. It's been a great journey
and I started out thinking I would create a "tree" and be satisfied. What has happened,
though, is that I have uncovered a richness in stories that I could never have hoped for.
Finding out where I have come from has been for me, very therapeutic. This afternoon I
received a paper written by Colin Knox entitled "Maori Leadership in Te Ao Maori": "The
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most  important  difference  [between  Maori  and  Pakeha
leadership models] is its source of inspiration and motivation,
which  is  its  common  ancestry  and  history.....Another
difference  is  the  relative  importance  of  family  over
individuality".  The  concept  of  Whakapapa  is  relating  to
"people with whom we have a common ancestry, cherishing
places such as marae as the symbolic home and sharing on
the  basis  of  kinship  rather  than  legal  responsibility  or
ownership, acknowledging the importance of our ancestors". I

couldn't help but relate what I read here with my own journey. Appreciating where I have
come from, learning the family stories and history has, I am certain, made me feel more
authentic. Whether I appear that way is for others of course. Something switched in me
when I read Colin's paper: an instantly deeper appreciation of what Maori mean when
they say Whakapapa. Why had I not grasped this previously? Secondly, the relationship
between our ancestry - where do I come from? - and our own journey is stark. In my
desire to develop authenticity, there is only one place to start - myself - and my ancestry
has been, as I am certain it is for others, a deep and valuable part of that journey. My
insights have come from my own work and, as is often the case, from an unexpected
source, adding richness and depth all round. Posted by Stephen Drain at 05:22PM ()

Are you using your stuff?
Monday, August 31, 2009

My first blog here was about doing your own dirty work. I was
talking to a colleague recently and we agreed that everyone
seems to have too much stuff.  So many things that at the
time we need but really, over time, they just seem to fill the
house up without purpose. Our stuff. Then there is the other
sort of stuff that we deliberately don't use. The china cabinet
full of the crockery that is just too good to use. Probably it
didn't  start  out that way - we wanted a good set for those
special occasions - but over time it's got pretty well stuck in

the cabinet to look at, but not touch. Imagine if it got damaged! Is that like us? Do we
have a shield around a perfect image that cannot be explored for risk of breakage? What
is so important about the image? Is it more important than knowing the real, authentic
person? Should we risk exposing ourselves to a little breakage to allow people to get to
know us properly? Do we go through our leadership journey more concerned with image
than with reality? Why? None of us is a perfect image. There are cracks, imperfections,
but in amongst the grittiness and rough edges is the real leader - the leader that those
around us can relate to - and join in the journey knowing that real hands will draw the
team together. Posted by Stephen Drain at 11:31PM ()

What sort of leader is or was your father?
Tuesday, September 01, 2009
It's Father's Day in New Zealand this Sunday 6 September. Happy Father's Day to all the
dads out there! Many of our mental models in life come from our childhood and it seems
to me that our fathers will have had an influence on our leadership journey. What sort of
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leader is or was your father? I'd love to hear your stories. Credit where credit is due: My
thinking  started  in  this  area  from  Mike  Rogers,  someone  also  passionate  about
leadership who posed the same question at the time of the USA Father's Day in June.
Thanks Mike. www.secondg.net/fathers
Posted by Stephen Drain at 04:30PM ()

Are you having a good laugh!!?
Tuesday, September 08, 2009

"What makes you a leader?" is the question posed on my
Centre's promotional  card.  I  have it  proudly affixed to the
whiteboard in the office kitchen area so my colleagues can
see that we're making progress. It can be pretty serious stuff
at  times,  this  developing  ourselves,  and  at  times  there's
nothing like a good laugh. Next to my proudly placed card
now reads a series of "on the wall" comments starting with
"It's about how much time you can have off", "It's the pay!"
and  "the  ability  to  hunt  down  and  destroy  anonymous

comment writers" (not me I promise!). Is it okay to laugh? Does a sense of humour have
a role in leadership? I would say YES!, most definitely. As we navigate our way through
our  team's  challenges,  aren't  there  times when a great  leader  can bring the group
instantly together with a short sharp dose of irony or joke? What are your experiences of
humour in leadership? What makes a sense of humour? Posted by Stephen Drain at
05:13PM ()

Back to the future: Microsoft is playing with old
models. Are they...
Monday, September 14, 2009
I had the pleasure of hearing the CFO of Microsoft Chris Liddell speak today. Chris is
very  much  one  of  us  Kiwis  and  he  has  made  it  to  the  top  levels  of  organisational
leadership on the international  business stage. Chris spoke of  the 5 strategies that
Microsoft  is  adopting to deal  with the current  financial  position (is  it  still  a crisis?):

• Cash
• Quality
• Market Share
• Innovation
• Cost reduction

 Where did all this come from? Well it looks like pretty good
common sense, but it seems that Microsoft have researched
extensively the winners and losers from the 1929-37 Great
Depression.  Those that  survived,  survived with  a  greater
market share than at the beginning of the depression. Those
that  invested in R&D were well  placed for  the 5-10 years
ahead.  Microsoft  has  cut  5%  of  its  workforce  but  has
maintained its R&D spend. R&D spend for them is typically 5-
10 years into the future. What does it mean? Leadership is

about looking forward isn't it: "There is only the future", " The past has gone" we hear,
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and maybe even say. Certainly Microsoft is a company looking forward. But even this
giant in international terms (hey they have $30b cash in the bank!) has taken time to
reflect  and  look  back  for  lessons  from  another  era.  There  are  lessons  here  for
organisations, battling to survive and retain focus. And there are lessons for all of us at a
personal level as we face our leadership challenges. We might ask: are we learning from
the past? If so, what? Learned not do or to do something? But what of those things that
underpin our behaviours? What are our mental models that shape our view of the world?
Are we prepared to look at them? Do we even know what they are? Thanks to Ali at
TransTasman Business Circle for the invitation. Please feel free to comment below. I'll be
writing more about mental models soon. Posted by Stephen Drain at 09:38PM ()

Open the curtains to stop your valuables being
stolen
Wednesday, September 16, 2009
The burglar operates best under cover of dark, stealing your most precious valuables.
So, nothing is more likely to deflect the burglar than a well-lit shop front. For the last year
or so a friend has been attempting to have a quasi-government agency look into a matter
of some significance. For reasons that remain obscure the agency did nothing for six
months. When the lack of attention to her matter was brought to the agency's attention,
the  initial  response was to  apologise  and a  promise to  deal  with  my friend.  These
promises came to nothing and my friend wrote and questioned the agency's conduct.
Posted by Stephen Drain at 09:31PM ()

Take control of your own baggage
Friday, September 18, 2009
Simon Moutter the Auckland Airport chief executive said this afternoon that lots of little
things have made a difference to the airport visitor experience. Historically, the airlines
managed which baggage conveyor belt in the baggage claim area their flights used,
through a schedule prepared a month out. Of course, planes don't always arrive on time
and passengers can get frustrated when bags take forever to appear, especially when
there are unused baggage claim areas. So Auckland Airport gave the control of which
baggage claim area is used to the folk that run the baggage system. Seems pretty simply
really. Why weren't they doing that before Simon wondered? What baggage are you
carrying around that you think someone else is going to sort out for you? Leadership
starts  from the inside -  knowing how we're  wired,  how we interact  with  others  and
empowering and mentoring others  to  do what  needs to  be done.
Posted by Stephen Drain at 03:15PM ()

Are you for real?
Thursday, October 01, 2009
Earlier this week I had some meetings with some great people talking about leadership.
Getting ready for work that morning I decided to go full-blown shirt and tie. Yep, I've got
dozens of ties, lots of suits, but frankly, that's just not me. But my expectation was that
other's expectations were that I should wear a shirt and tie. Even writing this now seems
absurd. But it's what I did and I admit to having done it in the past. My first appointment
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was smartly dressed with an open neck shirt. "so, where does your programme fit in?
what's different to others he asked". "Well I said, it's about authenticity, we want people to
develop the real leader inside them - not like a copy of someone they think is a great
leader - take Barak Obama, most people would say he's so natural, himself." Then it hit
me and I confessed!
Posted by Stephen Drain at 10:20PM ()

Who do you admire?
Sunday, October 11, 2009
I  was asked on Friday  "which  leader  to  you admire  the  most?".  Responses to  this
question generally can often include Churchill, Christ, Mother Theresa, the Dalai Lama,
Nelson Mandella and more recently, Barak Obama. What is it about these people what
we can admire,  and  what  can  we take  from them for  our  own leadership  journey?
Sometimes, and I admit to enjoying these moments, we hear stories of a very personal
nature where someone describes a tireless worker, sometimes in a low-paid or voluntary
position who led others to achieve great things, but never really got noticed. It's always
my hope that the Queens honours find these people for some recognition. I confess to
being a bit of a leader-resister.
Posted by Stephen Drain at 11:21PM ()

Are you prepared to model the real you?
Wednesday, October 14, 2009

This evening I had the pleasure of attending a fashion show
put on by the Auckland Zonta Club. Zonta I discovered, is an
international organisation dedicated to advancing the status
of women. This was no ordinary fashion show. Held in the
beautiful Fables Antique rug gallery in Parnell, Auckland the
models were almost all, well, not models. But you'd hardly
know it!  Here were women from all  walks of  life,  all  ages,
parading it out in front of a big crowd seated around the rugs
to an eclectic music mix including Carmen, Paolo Conte and

Michael Jackson. My immediate reaction was this was a beautiful display - all the women
were beautiful. And brave. Braver than all of us on the rugs, that's for certain. I've blogged
a bit about authenticity and uncovering the real you to find the authentic leader that exists
in us all. When we're comfortable enough in our own shoes, when we know who we are
and why, we're comfortable to present ourselves to the world as that real person. In
return we win respect from those around us and become role models for others to aspire
to. Zonta turned this concept into glamorous reality tonight. Posted by Stephen Drain at
10:01PM ()
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Are you cutting corners to save time?
Tuesday, October 20, 2009

During an afternoon coffee  with  a  friend today we talked
about a significant event that had impacted on both of us over
a period of time. My friend had initially been somewhat on the
peripheral of what was going on and I had assumed that the
details of the events were not necessarily of great importance
to him. How wrong I was. During our discussion it became
apparent that what I had seen as unnecessary explanation or
detail  was in  fact  rightly  perceived as non-disclosure.  My
friend was not judgemental in this regard but was honest in

seeking to understand why it appeared that I had made selected and timely disclosures
of information as it suited me. I believed I was simply saving time. I know that I was also
avoiding potentially difficult conversations which I had not been ready for. I was cutting
corners. Not only was that wrong, I shouldn't have even been on the road. I wasn't ready.
Not everyone needs every detail. But when you are dealing with your trust bank, there
really is no short cut. Don't get on the road, if you're thinking of taking short cuts! People
will notice. I was fortunate this time to have a friend who believed in me enough to tell
me. Posted by Stephen Drain at 11:07PM ()

What should you ask your leadership
development centre?
Wednesday, October 28, 2009

I'm  in  the  leadership  development  business  and  clients
sometimes ask me "so what's different about your offering?",
or "what can you tell us about what you do and how?". They
are really good questions and so I thought I would list the
things  I  would  like  to  ask  if  I  were  looking  for  some
development work - whether that be a course, programme,
workshop or other engagement. AUT Centre for Innovative
Leadership (CIL) is setting new standards in transparency
and credibility. CIL aspires to be is authentic. Authentic in the

way we conduct ourselves - we facilitate in our own way; we have real and transparent
qualifications and accreditations from reputable  institutions;  we have and embrace
diversity in all its forms; we are honest about where we come from - no exaggeration of
CVs allowed around here!; we really care about leadership and people; and we want the
best for you - which might not be us, that's ok. So when you're assessing who to use: 1.
Who's behind this business? A reputable organisation or someone out for the next dollar?
2. Can I talk to some of the folk who might be doing the work? Are they engaged with the
process? 3. Who can vouch that your centre lives the values you espouse? Give me
someone who used to work here to talk to please? 4. What tools and instruments do you
use? Are they up-to-date? Will you embrace the tools we have in our organisation and be
prepared to use them? Will you have people who can do that? 5. Are all the people who
interpret the tools and 360 feedback actually qualified? Or is it just nominated people or
the centre? 6. What are the qualifications of the people involved? Are they real? 7. Do
you pile in content? Or is your style experiential? 8. What clients can I talk to about your
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offerings? I'd really like a chat because, you know, sometimes you can learn a lot that
you can't read. There's a start. It's not everything, but I reckon that if you can get good
answers to all of the above you're in a good place. Then take a close look at the person
who's running the show. Does s/he have the traits you are looking for? If not, would you
really be in the right place? Of are you in the school of theory? Some people say that
leadership starts at the top, so check out the top. Does it fit with you? Good luck! Stephen
ps I guess you won't be surprised to hear me say I think we could give some pretty robust
answers to these questions when you're ready. The only thing we can't help you with is
talking to someone who has left us! Posted by Stephen Drain at 11:43PM ()

No circulars please, we're special in here!
Sunday, November 08, 2009
Although the  metal  sign  on  my letterbox
requests that no circulars be placed inside,
the  Auckland  City  del iverer  can  be
guaranteed to still  distribute their  weekly
newsletter. Usually, as I put out the rubbish
and recycling bin on Sunday evening there
is a quick transfer from letterbox to bin and
I give it no more thought. For some reason
this week I took the newsletter inside and
read about a new development at  a park
that that the city had acquired and was to
develop  further  -  Monte  Cecilia  Park  in

Hillsborough. Earlier this afternoon I asked
my (just turned) 17 year old son Tim if he
would like to go for a walk in the Domain.
We  were  about  to  head  off  when  my
neighbour  Rhonda  greeted  us  and
suggested  we  visit  that  new  park  in
Hillsborough.  Good  idea  we  agreed  and
after Rhonda helpfully found the address
for us we headed there. It turns out it's less
than 5 minutes drive from home. The park
is huge, tucked away from the main road,
but with a sweeping landscape of lawn and

enormous rubber trees. Our arrival in the carpark took the
number of cars from 2 to 3. A rubbish bin jammed full of the
residue  of  a  wild  Guy  Fawkes  night  greeted  us.  On  the
leadership work we do we sometimes use photographs as
prompts to talk about ourselves and where we are at. This
seemed like a great place to take some more photographs
and I did, explaining to Tim what I might use the photographs
for.  Tim's  a  young 17 year  old  -  often mistaken for  much

younger and still loves family time and adventure with Dad. I asked Tim if we were to take
a photo of anything in the park to describe his life and where he was at, what would he
choose. "Well I think I would be that rather scrawny little tree up by the really big trees" he
said after some thought. "Tell me more" I encouraged. "I am small, but I'm getting bigger
and I will grow up into a big tree, but right now I'm small". "And what about the big trees,
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what do they mean for you?" I enquired, "they protect me and look after me while I'm still
growing". Whoever you ask this of, their imagery will be special, and will be different -
sitting back and taking the time to hear where others are at, encouraging them to use
their imagery can be the most special thing - you might be surprised how much others
need you. Every leadership story is unique. Every person's story is unique. Take the time
to find it and you might just find more than you could ever hope for. No Circulars Please!
We're special in here! Posted by Stephen Drain at 10:08PM ()

How big is your universe?
Sunday, November 08, 2009
From the work of physicists, especially the
brilliant Stephen Hawking we know that the
universe is pretty big -  perhaps about 46
billion light  years from earth to the edge.
For  me when I  think  about  this  stuff,  my
mind can't quite get around it. That could
be because perhaps the only thing I have in
common with  Hawkings is  his  name and
not his mind! But for me it does put many
things into perspective.  Business can be
tough, competitive and sometimes a grind.
It's easy in tough times to baton down the

h a t c h e s ,  t o
guard the gates and see every gain by another as a loss for
you. But is this right? As leaders, do we really believe the
universe is limited? I'm a firm believer in abundance in all
things. There's enough out there that my success doesn't
mean someone else's loss and visa versa. If all the people in
my line of work do well, then we all do. It's good for us all.
Some might  say  it's  naive,  that  the  competition  will  take
advantage of me. They could be right,  but they can't  take

away your values and the universe you exist in. And others can see that. So I reckon that
with 46 billion light years in one direction, that there's enough for all  of us, and that
success for one will never preclude success for another. Posted by Stephen Drain at
11:03PM ()

Where is your family?
Thursday, November 19, 2009
Dad visited us on our Authentic Leadership Course today. Why would he? Well actually
why wouldn't he? As authentic leaders are we as one with the world? Who are the people
we love and hold? If we look a little deeper could it be that those people are the very
same people that shaped our leadership from its earliest days? As I walked with Dad and
the participants today, a sense of pride for my Dad, myself and for the folk who were with
us rose within me. Here was a group of people, strangers to me and each other only five
days ago, embracing my father with respect, kindness and genuine interest in what he
had to offer. Look around you - maybe that unique leadership story which is the key to
your authenticity is closer than you think.
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Posted by Stephen Drain at 11:17PM ()

What a blast!
Wednesday, November 25, 2009
My 19 year old son Thomas invited me to a
concert  yesterday.  Knowing his  tastes in
music  I  purchased  earplugs,  and  off  we
headed.  Are  you  sure  you're  okay  with
coming along he asked? Sure man, I like
music! After a bite to eat we headed off to
The  Transmission  Room.  The  band  was
called Lightening Rod Bolt, apparently from
New York  -  it  goes  without  saying  I  had
never seen them previously. Checking in at
the door  I  was asked "Father  and Son?"
and on confirmation "hey what a cool Dad!"
Of course (sorry I had to say this - when you're closer to 50 than 40 you hang on to
everything you can). Not since Mr JJ McAullife told me off in Form 2 Latin have I heard
such noise! I thought my jeans were vibrating, then I realised they were actually being
forced to one side by the wind from the speakers. The band played at floor level so
unless you were right up close you couldn't seem them. The first "row" of spectators
immediately started shaking wildly which I quickly realised was dancing, followed by the
second and third rows and which point Thomas excused himself to join in. I felt slightly
anxious that the shaking thing might envelop me but was reassured when I looked at the
people around me to see that they were probably Jesus' disciples (or at least they had
the same hair styles). What did I notice and why am I writing this up? What really struck
me was the respect that everyone had for each other. Going crazy in the moshpit they
moved and jostled as one and no-one appeared to get pushed or hurt. You wouldn't know
it if you landed there without some context, but this long-haired, black T-shirt crowd could
teach many of us respect for each other in a tight situation. Thomas tells me there were
only two in the band - though I didn't see them. It was fun and the crowd (and one Dad!)
were pretty cool.

Posted by Stephen Drain at 01:22PM ()
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Thinking about Leadership
Monday, December 07, 2009
Here's a thought: purchase a Rubik's Cube like I did this afternoon. It's a thing of ordered
beauty - structured lines and colours - neatly held in its box.

When James  Lockhart  from Massey  University  asked  me to  speak  about  Thought
Leadership  to  a  group  of  Crown  Company  Directors  I  readily  accepted.  "Thought
Leadership  you  say  -  I'm  sure  that  by  the  time  I  get  there  I'll  know what  that  is!".

This was a senior group of directors - it didn't take much to work out that they had a
thought or two already. My sub-heading was "Good Kiwi - Bad Kiwi" - what we do well
and what we could do better. Out of generations of experience and economic ups and
downs  has  grown  mature  and  properly  developed  systems  for  managing  risk  and
expectations  in  the  government  sector.

So? I put up a slide containing references to statement of intent, SOE Act, RMA etc. Do
any directors need to deal with these things? I asked. "All of them" said one director.

It  is  proper  that  our  expectations,  legal
obligations and risks are managed. To not
do so would be reckless. It is also proper
tha t  the  sen ior  leadersh ip  o f  any
organisation  nurture  and  role-model  a
culture of thinking. To not do so is equally
reckless. It is of course easy for those who
would  like  to  encourage more innovative
business to proclaim "let  them take more
risks!" . As one director rightly challenged
"as directors of a crown company we need
to  work  within  the  confines  of  the  risk
appetite  of  the  shareholder".  True.

What is really important is that all levels of
an organisation are given the freedom to think. That doesn't sound too complex does it?
But in my experience many managers are simply afraid to go beyond their functional
areas  of  focus.  We  see  it  on  leadership  development  courses  where  deliberately
ambiguous problems are given "but what exactly do we need to deliver?" they ask. Like
real business, often we don't know, we don't even know necessarily what the problem is.
Whatever we do to develop a thinking and learning culture, it isn't going to happen by
agendas and ordered processes.

My presentation covered all sorts of topics: authenticity, trust, innovation, risk, my family
holidays  from  Christchurch  to  Auckland,  accompianed  by  some  un-business
photographs. I didn't tie it all in - there simply wasn't time. Several people said to me after
that they would have liked me to have had more time. That felt good, but on reflection I'm
glad I didn't. To engage our thinking requires us to deal with ambiguity, complexity and
things that don't fit in neatly. It's up to us to put it in order. Not the person at the front or
up the top. It's their job to stimulate and inspire the thinking.
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In the words of one senior director: "It's the responsibility of the chair through the board to
show strong leadership to steer the company's direction". It's then up to us all to think
using our unique gifts to make sense of it. As leaders, role-modelling Thought Leadership
by allowing, nuturing and requiring those in our team and organisation the freedom to
think is not at all risky. In fact, anything else is for the machines.

The Rubik's Cube is now a challenge - one that will exercise the mind and stimulate. Like
our  organisations,  it  has  structure,  but  making  sense of  it  requires  innovation  and
thinking.  There's  a  thought.

Thanks to James Lockhart from Massey University for the opportunity, Ed Bernacki who
hosted much of the day, and to the Crown Ownership Monitoring Unit for putting up with
me presenting their director requirements without prior warning!

Stephen

Posted by Stephen Drain at 07:32PM ()

Better the devil you know
Wednesday, December 16, 2009
He's a funny character. Inappropriately dressed for our southern hemisphere summer, a
bit dodgy at times, but somehow the old guy survives. You can't deny that if the test of
leadership is followers, then Santa has to be up there with the best! Situational leadership
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it may be, but none-the-less he has most pre-teen kids
(and quite a few teens too) wrapped around his little
finger. The thought of his presence in the local mall is
enough to send hundreds of locals scurrying to visit.
Promises he makes, none of which he can fulfill, but
rarely are his followers let down thanks to his wide
network of parent-helpers. Imagine if the PTA had this
sort of commitment. "You be good or Santa won't visit"
they say, and the kids follow. You have to say, his
influencing skills are second to none too. So when you
look at his leadership characteristics - wide network of
followers, even wider network of supporters, able to
influence just by his presence, appears relaxed but
clearly high energy, carbon neutral transport system
and last but not least, authentic dress style - unmoved
by trends. There is an undercurrent of stick as well as carrot and I've often worried about
alternative uses of the letters in his name and some other guy who's often red too. What
the hell, it's a bit of fun, and we've known him all our lives so I say better the devil you
know! Go Santa. What can I help you with? ps Christmas Music here
Posted by Stephen Drain at 12:18AM ()

Hey Santa, do you have the time?
Friday, December 25, 2009

As I  write  this  Santa  will  be  weaving  his  way around the
suburbs delivering gifts to all the children and the children in
us. It's amazing how he finds the time. This afternoon I visited
someone in prison I know who is serving time for a teenage
wrongdoing  decades  ago.  It's  sad,  but  he's  strong  and
resilient and looking forward to having it  all  behind him. It
made  me  reflect  about  giving.  What  can  you  give  to  a
prisoner? Actually, the only thing you can really give is your
time. They're not allowed anything else. Strange thing that

thing time. That's what our kids want from us too, more than anything. And so do all the
people in our team. The leader with time. Quite simple really. This evening I went to St
Matthew's in the City for the midnight carol service. I don't go to church but I do enjoy
carols and I have discovered St Matthews as a place that embraces goodness and love -
that's good enough for me! The church was packed. The organ was fantastic and my
singing, well, what can I say? It sounded good on the inside! We reflected at the service
for a time on those who weren't having a great year including those in prison. I don't mind
admitting I felt tearful. But I know the most powerful gift I can give is time. Giving also
gives me strength and resilience. That's a pretty good bonus to keep. Do you have the
time? I'm sure like Santa we can make some great time for everyone that matters. Merry
Christmas everyone. Posted by Stephen Drain at 01:46AM ()
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Lesson one from 2009: there is more than one
lesson!
Friday, January 01, 2010
I'm fortunate - I don't work in a salt mine - though I do like my life to have full flavour.
These are my New Year's day ramblings looking back on my leadership lessons from
2009. They're personal to me - there's only one person in the world you can change - and
for me, that's me. I've put in italics what these things mean to me. They might not mean
the same thing or anything to you. That's okay.

1. Being happy really is important, really important. Could be all there is! Will you
follow an unhappy leader?

2. There is no superhero who can change anything! (except you). You're the leader, so
lead.

3. We all have a default expression - mine is grim, so I better watch it 'cos I'm laughing
inside! First impressions can count.

4. I love distance running - the more I do the better I feel. It helps me to focus, solve
problems, keep healthy, try ideas out with my fellow runners and I see more of the
country than I ever thought possible. A healthy leader is around longer.

5. Give. That was a promise I made in March. It's an attitude shift and much easier and
more rewarding than I thought it would be. It's not to be confused with marketing or
sampling. It's giving only. Leadership is about giving for others.

6. Twelve months ago I was going through changes. Many people helped me for which
I am very grateful. I notice there are people right now going through similar changes.
I hope I can return the support given to me to others. Leadership is about giving for
others (again!)

7. I'll never give up having fun and laughing. Authenticity.
8. Someone will wrong you. But in the end you'll learn so much you will be grateful for

the experience. Reflection is a powerful leadership habit.
9. I try not to pretend. Authenticity.

 In 2010 I want to let my creativity flow to discover new ways
to continue to learn about leadership with other happy people
who want to make a difference. Full flavour for me in 2010.
So  when  I  say  happy  new  year,  the  happy  part  really  is
important. Happy new year! Stephen ps did you know that in
New Zealand's largest wine growing region, Marlborough, we
mine salt? Posted by Stephen Drain at 11:59PM ()

Happy on your holiday?
Monday, January 18, 2010
I know I'm not the first, in fact I might be the last, but I'm back at work. I got that strange
feeling again I get about 4 days away from going back to work that says "why do you
work?! is that really necessary?". On the way out this evening from the office I ran into
the cleaner "so it was a tough day?" he enquired "yeah but the first day always is but I
reckon I'll be back!" So having got those thoughts out I'm back. New and improved with
sunburn behind my knees. Yes, for the first time in over 4 years of running I burnt the
back of my knees running the Waiheke Wharf2Wharf on Saturday. Not quite sure why??
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What  fantastic  views  and  equally  fantastic  hills.  It  was  a
beautiful  day,  but  certainly  one  of  the  more  challenging
events I've been in. The break gave me a chance to read, run
and rest. It was great. I'm re-reading Stephen Hawking's A
brief history of time which I find fascinating and certainly puts
into perspective our lives. Actually we're pretty lucky just to
be here (the odds were very long), not to mention living in a
relatively  safe,  open,  free country  with  the best  outdoors
imaginable.  Those  of  you  that  came  on  the  Authentic

Leadership  Course  will  know  the  value  of  what  the  outdoors  can  teach  us  about
leadership so I'm determined to continue in that vein both personally and professionally
this year. So what happened to leadership over the break? Well the prime minister went
to Hawaii and left his deputy to look after us. We didn't mind, in fact we didn't really notice
did we? The PM obviously trusted his deputy to take the reins while he had a break with
family (good call I say). As for the deputy, well he seemed to not interfere with what we
were doing - we just got on and did it. Maybe as leaders we all need to go on holiday a bit
more often. What do you think? Stephen ps Should we help our fellow humans in Haiti
out?  The  tectonic  plates  showed their  usual  indifference  to  human needs  and  the
resulting tragedy is really quite horrific. I'll give a bit to Doctors without Borders I think.
Posted by Stephen Drain at 09:07PM ()

Excuse me Sir, what do you think about loyalty?
Wednesday, January 20, 2010

When Prince William visited New Zealand this week he made
it known that he didn't want to be referred to as Your Royal
Highness. Just Sir was okay. One of the duties he performed
was to open the new Supreme Court building, the building
that  houses our  final  court  of  appeal,  replacing the  Privy
Council  sitting in London. Another tie with England as the
"mother country" slips away. He might one day be our head
of state but,  like his father and grandmother -  our current
head of state - he shows no more inclination to meddle in our

affairs than the head of any other state. A had a chat with a friend the other day about
loyalty. Loyalty was being demanded in a low trust situation. Since then I seem to see the
word everywhere - I even get American Express Card Miles for being loyal. Thank you for
your loyalty it states on the bottom of an invoice received today. What I realised from the
chat to my friend is that loyalty and leadership have a (sometimes) uneasy relationship.
When we're in a great team with high trust and high commitment it's a pretty good bet
that we'll be loyal. But what about the boss who demands loyalty from his or her people.
You know: "Anyone who wants to be in my team better be loyal". Why would you say
such a thing? Or why would you need to say such a thing? Well you might if you were at
war, or you were scared of something that those in your team might do. At war? Scared?
Yes, if you were actually at war. But otherwise I reckon you've lost it - you've got the right
people on the bus, the bus is going in the right direction, you have a strategy, a team
charter, as the leader you've let go. Or so you think. Actually if you're worried about
loyalty and demanding it or any compromises that goes with such a demand, you might
as  well  leave  the  bus  and  jump  on  the  one-seater  motorbike.  We  saw the  sort  of
adoration of Prince William that we haven't seen for a royal in years. It might be he's
handsome (hey I've got more hair!), but it might also be that his family aren't demanding
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any sort of loyalty. Rather they think we will do the right thing. There's a good chance
we'll be loyal to England for many reasons - historical, our familial links, our membership
of  the  Commonwealth  and  our  mutual  acceptance  of  secular  values  of  honesty,
transparency, freedom and democracy. Nothing was demanded but plenty was given. It
was a pleasure to have you visit Sir. Posted by Stephen Drain at 11:11PM ()

Be selfish and give!
Tuesday, February 02, 2010

"What  makes  you  happy?"  I  asked  a
business leader  today.  I  love asking this
question. In my experience there is nothing
more  rewarding  and  likely  to  lead  to
happiness than growing others.  The thing
about  growing others  that  you give what
you have, so you don't have to learn much
(other  than  how to  give),  there's  always
back up when you need it, and those you
grow, well they grow and become happier.
And so will you. No-one openly disagrees
with  this  scenario  in  my  experience,  but

putting it into practice is not always that simple. Some functional managers jealously
guard what they have learned, protecting their patch for the next promotion. Sometimes
it's even rewarded, reinforcing the behaviour. Therein lies the dilemma. If I share I lose
my personal  competitive  advantage.  On function  you  might,  and  if  that's  you  then
leadership might not be your gig (yet). So what did my business leader say in response?
"It sounds selfish you know, but I get so much happiness from giving to grow others". So
be selfish, look after your own happiness and give. I don't think anyone will criticise you
for that sort of selfishness!
Posted by Stephen Drain at 06:35PM ()

A life lived - be happy
Wednesday, February 10, 2010

Mum texted me on Sunday a week ago to say that  Aunty
Laurel had died at 4 o'clock. Her passing had been expected
but not quite that soon. As we know cancer is unpredictable
but in any case once we've done about 650,000 hours for
many of us, that's it, and that's almost exactly what she did
do. Laurel was a mother, grandmother, great-grandmother
and friend to many. It's a strange thing that when you go to a
funeral it's often the only time that all the person's family and
friends from all their life come together. One of my running

mentors Gordon Jackson turned out to be an old friend. I had no idea. Knowing she was
dying, Laurel requested her funeral be non-religious and simple. Family and friends
spoke of a woman who always got stuck in, who was creative with cake making and
teddy bears (sensational ones!) and was always there for her family. I remember Laurel
mainly from family holidays to Stanmore Bay where generous barbeques seemed never
to run short of food for us and all our cousins. The sadness of losing a mother is not
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something I have experienced. But it is plain to see. What I also saw was a collection and
distilling of happy memories and focus on what Laurel had given to her family. It can't
compensate, but it surely is a wonderful thing to reflect on. Actually, that Laurel knew she
was dying isn't that unique. We all know we're dying. We don't know when but we can
take a pretty good estimate of when the molecules will  have had enough. I've been
challenging myself recently "Am I happy?" I've done over 410,000 of my hours so I hope
so! And I am. Are you doing right now what you want to do? Or is the happiness at some
"when I've done this" point in the future? What is that point? What is the point in waiting
for that point? Make it happen. Whatever works will do I say. Laurel didn't wait to make
her teddy bears. She made scores of them, bringing joy and happiness to many people,
but most importantly, to herself. Be happy. Now. Posted by Stephen Drain at 11:31PM ()

Is it time to give up defining ourselves?
Thursday, February 18, 2010

This blog has been sitting in draft for a few weeks but lately,
I've been talking quite a bit to people about self - you know
my brand, defining myself,  my self  esteem and so on. My
Dad (I am sure my biggest and possibly only blogging fan
and did I  just  say my!)  sent me some scans of  a book by
Eckhart Tolle (A New Earth) with a segment about ego: "You
are most powerful, most effective when you are completely
yourself.  But  don't  try  to  be  yourself.  That's  another
role...'How can I be myself?' is in fact the wrong question. It

implies you have to do something to be yourself.....[so] give up defining yourself - to
yourself or others. You won't die. You will come to life. And don't be concerned with how
others define you.  When they define you,  they are limiting themselves,  so it's  their
problem." As my Dad could, I see the relationship with our authenticity. Is it time to give
up defining  ourselves  (for  ourselves  and others?).  Are  we not  what  we are?  Or  in
practical speak, what we are will come through. Which leads me to my next thought for
the next blog - are you faking it? See you soon. Posted by Stephen Drain at 12:14AM ()

Are you faking it?
Thursday, February 18, 2010

We  want  something  that's  going  to  inspire  -  you  know
something on leadership that's going to hit them, jolt them
and make them sit up. They don't need any of this soft self or
team building stuff - they can get that anywhere. This is big
and gutsy get-up big leader talk we're after. And you have
been told! Or I should say I had been - so went the briefing
for some work with a potential client. It makes you think, well
it did me. So do people like me and the team at the Centre for
Innovative Leadership need to refocus sometimes. Do we

need maybe to tell more about being a big leader - some good theories on leader types -
charismatic,  command etc.  After  all  why pay for  someone to  have you learn about
yourself. As my client said - they can get that anywhere. I have been doing some work
recently with the fantastic Mr Fox (sorry that just slipped out - that was a funny movie and
strange how word associations can derail me - been on a train lately?), no I mean Vikram
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Murthy on leadership and problem solving. I give him credit for helping me to clarify the
above situation for me. Thanks Vikram. For some people emotional intelligence is one of
those yeah yeah things, but actually it's not. It's real and provable. Just like the universe
(I'll  look at  this  later  and wonder,  but  I've  only  had juice tonight  honestly).  Back to
leadership: that might be about team, about relationships, about change, about vision,
about problem solving, about using energy and emotion and you can think of a few more
things too I'm sure. But there's a good start,  or is it? It's the end. The end result  of
something much more complex from a journey of discovery - self awareness, then self
management, then social awareness and then you'll  get to leadership. So you're the
leader now: Are you starting with self? Of do you reckon you can cut all that stuff out and
start with the leader duties? Watch out! Especially if you're the big and gutsy out-there
leader. Is that real? Or are you faking it? You might not realise it but the team will notice
it. Really Mr Fox, what is that suit all about - you're a fox for god's sake! Get real! The
dogs can tell. Posted by Stephen Drain at 01:01AM ()

Why is your Whanau not in the Wharekai?
Monday, February 22, 2010

Some random thoughts are swirling around me right now and
will hopefully gain some structure as I write. It's been a big
weekend. My teenage son Tim was staying with me although
I abandoned him on Friday night for dinner at the Committee
for Auckland's Future Leaders Programme opening held at
the Wharekai on the Orakei Marae. I lived in Orakei in the
1990s but had never experienced the spectacular views out,
and feeling in, of the Marae. Children intermingled with the
adults  and  speakers,  unimpressed,  or  should  I  say

unchanged,  by  our  presence.  Saturday morning is  my long run-day -  Scenic  Drive
beckoned and so a trot from the shops at Titirangi to Mountain Road and return was
done. Saturday evening was for a good friends 40th and a speech in which he declared
"The one thing I haven't been doing right is spending time with each and everyone of you.
That is going to change". Sunday morning was back to the Marae where we delivered our
introduction  to  the  Programme  for  the  Leadership  workshops  that  the  Centre  for
Innovative Leadership is now privileged to be delivering for this cohort. We talked about
trust, about authenticity - "it's actually a really simple concept" said one participant and
then added "but hard". So we're excited about the opportunity of working with this group
of senior leaders. I very much look forward to growing with them and being a part of their
journey. Go well!  A university get-together at lunch and at 3.00pm I finally set eyes
properly on Tim. Selfish? Too busy? Guilty your honour. This evening I visited Pathways
to Manhood to discuss the upcoming retreat that Tim and I are going to go on in April.
Whatever we do, feedback, reflection, timeout and sharing quality time with family are
important. Yeah, good words, what about the weekend? "I'll take Tim to dinner tonight".
"Is that to make up for the time you didn't spend with him in the weekend?" It is actually.
Are your Whānau good enough for the Wharekai? Of course they are. Be there. It means
everything. Sorry Tim. Dad. Posted by Stephen Drain at 11:09PM ()
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How do you value your values?
Wednesday, February 24, 2010

I  wrote previously about values, talking about keeping the
curtains open so the burglar couldn't operate without being
seen from the street.  A new awareness has grown in  me
recently  about  values,  especially  those  that  have  scant
regard for them. Sometimes when we run courses we have
the groups define the values that  they will  live  by for  the
duration of the course. This is a useful check on behaviours
and  like  everything  we  do  on-course,  something  the
participants can take back to home and work. But what about

our own values? Do we write a list of them and make sure we're living by them? I doubt it
and here's why. They're deep inside. The true values are us. Like not defining ourselves,
we don't need to record, define or articulate them to ourselves. But like the burglar who
sneaks into the curtained back street office to steal valuables, we need to make sure the
curtains are open on our values. By stealth and manipulation, others less attracted to a
value-centred life will rip them out if it suits them when you are vulnerable. So why am I
on about this now? In the last month several people we know have been in vulnerable
positions financially. This is not uncommon now with the economy in a fragile state and
business tight in many sectors. They have, each of them, been separately manipulated
into positions through rumour and misinformation where they have had to make business
decisions in order to survive. These are decisions that they do not wish to make, they are
decisions  that  go  against  their  own  values,  but  they've  done  it  to  survive.  I  can
understand people in dire circumstances of famine commiting offences to feed their
family. We see that often in Tsunamis, hurricanes and the like. All is lost and survival
hangs by a thread. I do not know the personal circumstances of the people sufficiently to
judge whether or not that might be their situation. And I won't judge. But what I see is
sad. When you allow your values to be stolen for money you better hope that you can
afford to buy some more from somewhere else. I don't reckon the thief will give you any
back. Trouble is though, money can't buy values. Strange isn't it - you can sell them, but
can't buy them. How do you value your values? Posted by Stephen Drain at 02:08PM ()

Hey Mr Tiger, what do you bring to the table this
year?
Saturday, February 27, 2010
The Auckland Lantern Festival is a feast for
the  eyes  and  the  mouth.   Inside  the
entrance to Albert Park is a brightly lit glass
tiger, representing the animal that Chinese
mythology  prescribes  for  this  year  -  the
year of the tiger. So if are born in 2010 or
going back, in multiples of 12 then the year
of the tiger is your year. Like me! Strolling
around the Festival last night sporting the
AUTCIL's  trademark "What  makes you a
leader?" T-shirt a group of teenagers called
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out "hey what makes you a leader". "What do you think?" I
responded. "Oh this beautiful face" responded a girl. "What is
it?" said another. "It's what you have inside that makes you a
leader" I said. Still enthusiastic, Ms self-proclaimed Beautiful
Face declared "It's what you bring to the table". Well said.
What will you bring to the table during this year of the tiger?
Posted by Stephen Drain at 07:42PM ()

Lucky 13
Sunday, February 28, 2010

If you're born on the 13th every now and again you'll have a
birthday on Friday 13th - infamous because of the Pope's
order to kill the Knights Templar (nothing to do with black cats
actually!). I am sure Mum was happy to have me on the 13th
- probably happy just to have me out! I don't remember the
start now, but I've learned to be happy, including when it's 13.
I  headed  off  yesterday  afternoon  on  a  run  from Titirangi
shops through Exhibition Drive, Pipeline track to the Arataki
Visitors Centre. Cruising through Exhibition Drive (flat!) my

GPS watch told me I was sitting on 5.25 min/km. Okay I thought, not bad, could improve
but let's see how we go. The Waitakere forest is beautiful. Summer, Winter, sunny, rainy,
misty it's perfect I reckon. But today was sunny and hot. As I rounded the 7k mark deep
into the forest, the GPS reports suddenly deteriorated and the average approached 6. My
legs pumping I began the climb to the visitors centre through the new section of the
Hillary  Trail.  It's  steep,  windy  and  an  ideal  blowout  for  me  prior  to  our  Authentic
Leadership Course today. But when you're happy the hills are fine - and the run feels all
the better for it. Passing back into Titirangi, the GPS told me I'd done a little over 13km -
5.51 average. Needs to improve but the legs have had a workout. 13. We'll  start off
cruising and happy today with our new cohort and we'll do some uphill. It will be happy
and rich with life like the forest. Welcome everyone, it's going to be a great week. We're
ready. Let our reflection begin. Posted by Stephen Drain at 12:05AM ()

All pumped up to go nowhere
Sunday, February 28, 2010

We're only three hours into the Authentic Leadership Course
and I have a moment of reflection. We all know that adrenalin
is a killer, so to speak, but console ourselves that it's useful in
getting ourselves moving/presenting/whatever.  I'm not  so
sure.  This course has started and will  continue I  am sure
without the use of that drug. Already, deep connections are
being made and we are speaking of the trust that is already
building. Building because we are all being ourselves. There's
no adrenalin-pumping stunts that seem to fill  much of our

business life - presumably to impress others and "get the point across". Get the point
across. That's it - feeding out stuff to unsuspecting and eventually unreceptive audiences
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- whether that be a class, a team or a board. Three hours can get you to Sydney. It can
also get you connecting in places you never thought possible with people you've never
met before. Imagine what you could do at work if you relaxed, trusted and lost the mask.
Now there's a leader's vision. Posted by Stephen Drain at 04:24PM ()

Authentically Authentic
Friday, March 05, 2010
When I thought that about the concept of an authentic leadership course last year I had a
feeling that other people would eventually grow this concept and what it means. This
week on the AUT Authentic Leadership Course, we have been very encouraged by the
growth  in  understanding  that  all  those  we  interacted  with  have  taken  from  our
authenticity. "There's no artificial stress" "This course has a strong authentic identity"
"How  does  the  strategy  you  are  proposing  relate  to  the  organisation's  authentic
purpose?" "Everyone here is being themselves. It's refreshing" is a sample of some
comments as the participants and others have interacted in the week-long journey.
Reflecting at the end of this course I am struck by the deep desire in us all to lose the
artificial constructs we put up in our work and home life so we can just be ourselves. One
self. One authentic self. I love it when participants and others comment that we role-
model the authenticity. Actually it's not that hard. We're not pretending. It's authentic.
Authentically Authentic. Go for it! Stephen
Posted by Stephen Drain at 03:54PM ()

Offside with Hillary
Saturday, March 13, 2010
"You won't be needing that much" were the words that began my adventures on the
Hillary Trail several weeks ago. What followed was a dumping of half of the contents of
my newly acquired camel pack on the advice of a trusted running colleague, Froste. I had
to trust Froste, he had claimed after all to be at school in the same year as my father. If
he didn't know what he was talking about, who would? The Hillary Trail is a spectacular
74km "tramp" stretching from the Arataki  Visitors  Centre near  Titirangi  through the
Waitakere Ranges and follows the coastline from Whatipu near the Manukau Heads
north to Muriwai. The first attempt at the trail started with a group of about seven - three
determined to run the entire length in one day, me with a "50ks or five hours - whatever
comes first - hoping to get to Piha" and a group who were doing 11 out and then back.
The trail has incredible views and it is not easy! It is steep - so much so that language not
used in  polite  society  was heard  on occasion.  The trail  takes  in  the  peak of  every
mountain between Arataki and Piha. There is gorse and more gorse north of Bethells. At
times the gorse gives way to Thistle. Lovely relief. Michael Simons knows that if you
scratch your legs after gorse all hell breaks loose. And the fluids? Well I ran out at about
15km.  Amazing  how  all  the  usual  hygiene  rules  go  out  the  window  when  you're
dehydrated and you'll happily slurp on anyone's camel pack. Arriving at Whatipu (22km)
in 6 hours it was pretty clear that all ambitions for the day were seriously in doubt. I
vaguely recall assaulting Michael in my dehydrated delirium. Sorry Michael. I seriously
considered pulling out - having met my pre-conditions for the day but after drinking about
3 litres of water and filling my camel pack, I decided to do another 10k to make it to
Karekare. Karekare took another two hours and I called it a day. The remaining pack
continued on for another two hours to Piha. The following weekend we ran the Piha to
Muriwai leg (32km) in a total time of six hours. Again, we ran out of water - there is a
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horrendous climb out of the forest supposedly near Muriwai, but fortunately Froste and
Michael found a friendly resident who offered her scarce, so I found out later, tank water.
With  Froste  and  Michael  having  replenished  (or  so  I  thought)  their  camel  packs  I
proceeded to rinse my cap thoroughly and fill my pack. Little did I know that with the tank
water at low levels they had taken a quick slurp, which explained why they waited 700
metres up the road to share on mine. Bad luck boys, I'd drunk the whole lot by then!
Michael declared it was 2km to Muriwai but the GPS proved otherwise - 7 in fact - and on
arrival we were met by Julie M and Mrs Froste with drinks, muffins and good cheer. For
reasons that escaped me at the time, I agreed to go and do the last 32km again today,
with an anticipated 6.00am start - "be at Froste's at 5.30am sharp" was the command
(news has got out that I'm not always on time). Sunrise is much later guys! Get with the
programme - but we got started by 6.40am. Rolled my right ankle twice and my left five
times going off the trail today - fell over 3 times (though others say it was at least 5).
Would I do it again? You bet. The views are stunning - rainforest, black sand-dunes,
waterfalls,  surf,  bulls,  sheep, other runners looking even worse, trampers,  babbling
creeks, rivers to run in (with roads parallel that "you can't use - that's not on the map"). It's
a lot  of  fun.  Plus there's the 10ks I  haven't  yet  covered in the middle.  And it  builds
resilience - reslience that stays with us beyond running, whether that be in managing a
family, running a business, leading others or caring for someone. Thanks to Michael
Simons, Mike Frost, Julie McMillin, Mike Dickie, Danny Baker, Michelle Garrett, Carol
Bielby, Simon Clendon, Penny Kirkwood and Liz Frost for being part of my journeys on
the Hillary Trail. I have a feeling I haven't got everyone's name here so forgive me - you
have your own stories too so feel free to share. Kodak moment? Running next to Froste
on a wide stretch of track. Suddenly without warning he appears to be sliding in for a try
next to me. Picks himself up. No ball. Offside Froste it's clearly a penalty. Don't bother
bringing out the drink bottles mate - you won't be needing that. Stephen
Posted by Stephen Drain at 07:07PM ()

The building blocks of leadership
Monday, March 22, 2010
Jonathan Ling, managing director and chief executive officer of Fletcher Building spoke
on Friday. He was asked by our leadership coach Jasbindar Singh "What makes a great
leader?" Modestly, he said he could only talk about business leadership. Three things:

1. Make money. Without money we can't do all the things we want to do.
2. Manage and grow people.
3. Be innovative - continuous improvement, step changes and paradigm shifts were

three measures of innovation Fletcher Building looks for in its leaders.
 Fletcher Building is  a stunning success in business and has a great  reputation for
leadership, both as a commercial enterprise and as a place that grows leaders. Jonathan
spoke of empowering business general managers so that decisions are made as close to
the customer as possible. The other side of this is that the core head office is 12 people.
That's New Zealand's largest listed company. That's leadership. Thanks to TransTasman
Business Circle for making it  possible for us to co-partner this outstanding event on
Friday along with Colliers International and Vodafone. The team from the Centre for
Innovative Leadership felt very proud to be in such good company. Stephen
Posted by Stephen Drain at 07:52PM ()
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Lighting a torch
Monday, April 05, 2010
Tim and I went shopping this weekend in preparation for our 6 days camping on the
Essentially Men father/son retreat.  We bought polyprop tops, camping lights, a new
pocket knife (as instructed) for Tim and torches. My good friend Nigel  phoned from
Christchurch this afternoon to suggest that one of the most valuable pieces of equipment
we could bring was a head lamp:  "when it's  dark on camp it's  dark,  so you can do
whatever you want with a torch strapped to your head". This retreat has been a long-time
coming and Tim has been very brave in agreeing to go into the unknown with me and a
group of other guys. I'm excited and apprehensive. My hope this week is that Tim sees
the way forward from boy to young man. It'll be big for me too I'm sure. We've got those
head lamps ready. See you in a week. Stephen
Posted by Stephen Drain at 11:35PM ()

Fire my spirit
Monday, April 12, 2010
So goes the last line of the simple song 75 men and young men at the Essentially Men
Pathways to Manhood gathering sang together as we waited to be met by mothers and
family yesterday. Sitting here right now there is so much to reflect on that has truly fired
the spirit of my son Tim and me too. This was a gritty, hard, challenging week with men.
Great men who shared, endorsed, inspired and challenged us all. Never have I felt so
proud and so sad all at once. It took a few days but when Tim found his voice, man, did
we hear it.  A school life of bullying and being picked on because he wears glasses,
because he doesn't see as well as others, because of this, that and it didn't matter what.
Any bloody excuse will do. Bullying turned to a stone-like resistance built out of fear of
failure. Adults then embark ed on their own special form of bullying - bludgeoning into
submission, challenging in his face: What is it Tim? Is it about you only? What is your
problem?. In your 17 years Tim you have faced challenges that few can understand, but I
tell you Tim, and you know this, 75 men who love and admire you know. And they were
there for you and are there now for you. When they said sorry on behalf of all the boys
and men who have bullied you, they meant it.  You stand tall  now. You have greater
strength than all of those bullies put together. The boy is gone. You are a young man.
You want more one-on-one with me. You will have it. You fire my spirit more than you can
imagine. I love you. And let's reflect on what the men said about you: Strong, a great
conservationist who extends the topic, funny, you want to please, courageous, cool to
hang out with,  a sensational  smile,  resilient,  independent and they said you should
cherish your ability to think outside the norm. I could go on and on how they affirmed you.
They want you back next year to help out. And let's not forget the Golden Pisspot award
you won for  the the Young Pathways Man (you better  explain to the women where
pisspot comes from!). This journey gave me a deep reflective space to get my own life in
balance. Thanks to all the men at the gathering. You are special and formed to deliver
one of life's crucibles for me. All the elements are with you Tim. Stand tall and proud. The
men all stand with you. Thank you for taking me. Earth my body, water my blood, air my
breath, fire my spirit. Stephen
Posted by Stephen Drain at 08:03PM ()
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Wednesday, April 14, 2010
I last stayed with Uncle George and Aunty Joan about 40 years ago. They were dairy
farmers. I think that they had about 150 cows and the images of the milking shed at 5.00
am have stayed with me since then. I see Uncle George and his cows when I pass a
dairy farm even now. The warm unprocessed milk with porridge at 7 or 8. The implement
shed. The raging bull that we chased on the other side of the fence. Driving for the first
time as he put the hay out, across the paddock with the accelerator on the Bedford truck
stuck on what felt like breakneck speed. Rapidly (to my eyes!) approaching a narrow
bridge between paddocks. The big arm leaning in to check the steering You're fine, just
keep it  dead ahead.  Dead I  thought,  yes,  if  the bridge doesn't  widen up real  soon!
Running into Mum and Dad in Farmers on a trip to the city. I need to go to the loo. Uncle
George corrected you mean lavatory. Such responsibility to my care, even in the face of
my parents! Funny how at the tender age of 5 I could sense my parents discomfort. He
died this week, aged 96. He had strong beliefs that he will join Aunty Joan. And probably
Daisy. One of those 150 cows he knew by name. The only name I remember, but he had
them all off-pat as they walked to the dairy. Remarkable. He let me learn by trusting me
and letting me have a go. Thanks Uncle George. Stephen
Posted by Stephen Drain at 12:01AM ()

Is it a good fit?
Wednesday, April 28, 2010
With three days remaining until the Rotorua Marathon all
the anxieties and sore bits of my body suddenly appear
as if by design, in that last week when very little running is
actually done, prior to the big day. The best thing to do in
the last week is, well, not much at all. Turn the legs over a
couple  of  times  for  30  or  40  minutes  my  coach  and
running colleagues all confirm. Someone told me recently
that the paradox of authentic leadership - being yourself
and  being  there  for  others  -  can  actually  be  more
demanding than the command and control manager. It
seems  that  authenticity  is  for  me,  a  place  I'm  in  my
groove and it's not that hard. But the demanding bit can
sometimes be being there for everyone else. In fact, the
whole scenario is a bit of a paradox isn't it: I'm authentic,
but I need to be there for you, even if that's not me at that

moment.  More  energy  is
exerted by the authentic leader because he or she genuinely
walks in  others  shoes to  nuture,  grow and develop them.
Leadership is not  for  everyone and everyone is not  fit  for
leadership. But if you're going to do it, I reckon you better get
yourself resilient to look after your team and supporters by
being physically fit. For me that's running (did you guess?!)
and some days, like today when I went for that last 30 minute
run, it not only formed part of an overall training regime, it
gave me the headspace to sort out a few things and come

back refreshed.  Ask  my PA Raewyn.  She'll  confirm it  I'm sure!  We have a  special
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resilience session on our AUTCIL Authentic Leadership Course - and it's got a special
new component on this upcoming course (can't say or it would spoil the surprise). It's
important stuff for authentic leaders. As leaders you're got to be fit, otherwise it won't be a
good fit. As for Saturday, can't wait. Posted by Stephen Drain at 11:55PM ()

Are weaknesses back in fashion?
Monday, May 10, 2010
What  we  have  here  my  friend  are  your
strengths and over here, are what we call
your  "development  opportunities".  Does
that sound like a Tui billboard to you? It's
starting  to  for  me.  Feedback  surveys,
personality profiles, our own development
assessments all mention our development
opportunities. What they're talking about of
course  are  our  weaknesses.  Strength-
bases approaches to life have been around
a while.  I'm reading Marcus Buckingham's book Go put your strengths to work (actually
I'm listening to the audio book in the car - please don't interupt me
Posted by Stephen Drain at 09:39PM ()

A strange impact
Sunday, May 16, 2010
On Thursday I was driving to work on Puhinui Road, Manukau. A young woman was
tailgating me and when I stopped at a pedestrian crossing behind another vehicle, she
didn't. Well, actually she did by driving into the back of my car. I felt like I was in one of
those slow-motion TV adverts for car safety as my head was pushed forward and then
lashed back with considerable force into the head restraint. It hurt and gave me
Posted by Stephen Drain at 04:43PM ()

The real story of Bill and me
Friday, May 28, 2010
After a fortnight which included our Authentic Leadership Course and two workshops on
Authentic Leadership I was ready for lunch today with the Finance Minister. That sounds
very grand for a minion like me and yes, there were about 120 other people there. But
sometimes you just get lucky and I arrived in my little panel-beaters loan car about the
time the big silver BMW arrived and we walked in together.  Not being one to let  an
opportunity go amiss, he
Posted by Stephen Drain at 05:35PM ()
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What can you say Mother?
Thursday, June 03, 2010
Often when I ask people who are the leaders they admire, along with the usual suspects
of Peter Blake, Nelson Mandela and Ghandi we often hear "my mother" or "my father".
We also hear about that other mother, Mother Teresa. I'm reading essays by Christopher
Hitchens who is  pretty  unflattering about  Mother Teresa and accuses her of  stage-
managing images of poverty to ensure that those who were in poverty, stayed there,
even when in her care ie the places she set up, even in America, were stripped of all
possible trappings of normal civility. Lately I have realised that the phrase authentic
leadership  development  is  absurd.  It's  discovery.  Running  alongside  the  idea  of
authenticity in a parallel, but not necessarily the same universe is the concept of personal
branding. Develop your personal brand ladies and gentlemen so people know not only
who you are, what you stand for but also what you're really about. Is that authentic? Or is
it marketing spin? Was Mother Teresa an authentic leader? Or did she simply have a
brand of poverty that gave her followers? Does it matter? Only you know that. Mother
Theresa can't answer that. If, like me, you're fortunate enough to have a mother you
could ask, I'd hazard a guess that she wouldn't give you much of an answer though. My
mother never branded or got told how to brand. But I know what she stands for. So does
she. That's important I reckon.
Posted by Stephen Drain at 12:23AM ()

Let the search stop
Wednesday, June 09, 2010
In my massage therapist rooms there is a sign "cherish yesterday, dream tomorrow,
enjoy today". If you believe the police then we all drove a little slower over the weekend.
Look around as you drive to work. There's some pretty serious people heading someone
in one hell of a rush doing this, doing that. Sometimes I wonder if I had such an important
job as these people have, whether I'd be up for it. I'm not sure I'd ever find what I was
supposed to be searching for - or that's what it looks like. It's not just at work either - with
tweeting, I'm learning that there's some manic activity to be completed at home too (I'm
guilty of cleaning the fish tank at midnight occasionally, because, well I dunno, it just had
to be done then!). Leadership is about results right? So that means doing lots of stuff,
now? What stuff? Are you filling your morning, your day, your week, your month, your
year and your life with activity to complete something? What thing? Is anybody really
noticing? I reflected over the weekend about having held my driving licence for 32 years
and realised I'm driving slower lately. Not 'cos the cops have told me (okay, a little bit, I
really don't want a speeding ticket) but because I can. I'm enjoying the moment. That
moment of leadership which inspires someone to excel, to grow, to challenge their team
can happen today. In fact it will if you're there. Do you find yourself thinking "on reflection
that was an amazing development back there in June 2010"? Being there now might be
pretty special. In fact you might need to be there for it to actually happen. Where is the
leader? Searching forward, occasionally looking back at something missed or...pause...
looking around.....  now? Don't  just  have a full  mind,  make yours a mindful  one too.
Stephen ps a massage is  great  for  resilience and mindfulness -  I  go here
Posted by Stephen Drain at 12:48AM ()
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Friday, June 11, 2010
Last week I was asked "do you get it sometimes when you're
working that time seems to disappear and the work becomes

effortless?" I'm fortunate - this does happen to me - after all why would I be blogging on a
Friday night?! A friend of mine in Christchurch and I have been talking recently about his
career: "It doesn't really matter what I do at work, in 50 years time someone will still be
doing  much the  same,  I'm not  solving  anything"  he  said.  Sounds  like  middle-aged
purpose in life talk I said, let's keep talking. And we did. A client said to me today "I have
so much energy that I NEED to harness, if I don't it will just go inside and defeat me". I
liked that. Like the energy filled black star which has so much gravity, the light can't
escape. We can't see a black hole and we can't see the potential in someone who's
energy is turned inwards, when they have so much to offer. My colleague Jasbindar
Singh has written about getting your grove back. Some people talk about their mojo. As a
leader what are you doing to harness the energy of those in your team? - allowing the
passions to thrive and grow both the individual and the team and organisation. When it
rains in the forest, it doesn't matter where - everyone benefits (is that one metaphor too
much for one blog!?), but I like the forest, and space, so you get them too. What about
yourself? Are you harnessing your energy to put you in that time-irrelevant space. Three
times I've been reminded of it in the last week. Three times the energy is what you'll have
if you do it. At least. Stephen Posted by Stephen Drain at 06:02PM ()

Do you get it?
Monday, June 21, 2010
Sometimes when I'm talking to people about leadership courses they ask whether they'll
learn about leadership styles like charismatic,  authoritative etc.  I  know about those
things,  in fact,  I've even got texts that  discuss those things in quite a lot  of  detail.

Today we ran a workshop on authentic leadership for a group of managers who knew
each other well. This group works with young people. We started off quite late but, hey,
it's Monday and who's in a hurry. We started off talking about what leadership is about.
This was a group of self-aware, switched on managers who knew about trust, disclosure
and being vulnerable. After that we hardly mentioned the word leadership.

At the end of the day, I asked if they'd noticed that we hadn't mentioned leadership much.
They agreed but  they then talked about  all  the important  facets of  authenticity  and
leadership that we had canvassed. One of the managers talked about diversity - not just
accepting diversity - but embracing it as part of an individual's whole being. Others talked
about enjoying their own preferences, having followers because you're real and personal
leadership. It felt humble, yet strong at the end of the day.

So, is there a place for labels of leadership? You be the judge, but I reckon we are what
we are and that's the place to start. I've said that many times I know, but when you get a
group like we had today it really brings it home. Straight-up, real, embracing and lovin'
diversity and all that it brings to their group. And wanting more.

People starting out on their leadership journey often start with the labels. That's natural.
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As leaders we can do so much for those starting out on their  leadership journey by
modelling our authenticity rather then worrying about labels and styles. I  reckon the
young people this group looks after are very fortunate. And so was I today. Without
hardly even mentioning that word leadership.

Do you?

Stephen

Posted by Stephen Drain at 10:48PM ()

A week of it
Monday, June 28, 2010
Tomorrow  morning  I'm  going  to  run  a
workshop about authentic leadership. I'm
pretty certain that Mother Teresa, described
as Mother of Mercy will get another airing - my mother, in an act of mercy to someone
she never knew, suggested to me "leave the poor woman alone -  she can't  defend
herself". Mum's right (though if Mother Teresa is where she thought she was going then I
guess she can!). We're also going to talk about personal branding and see if we can
discover what if anything, the relationship is between that and authenticity. Two surveys
came out today - one was about who the most trusted New Zealander is and the other
was about the most trusted brand. Notice that we weren't asked to decide who the best
branded person was? Not that surprising really for me - if you've read any of my blogs
you'll  know  that  I  go  on  a  bit  about  trust  and  its  relationship  with  leadership  and
authenticity. So, authenticity and leadership week. This week came about to celebrate Sir
Peter Blake. He struck me at times as a bit  gruff  and someone who didn't  take any
nonsense. If you're big into emotional intelligence you might say there's some work to be
done if you're gruff. But then again, you might think it's authentic to be who you are. The
author Christopher Hitchens who got me thinking about Mother Teresa declares in his
book Love,  Poverty and War (after  describing how, objectively,  his life  is  good and
satisfying) that "I wake up ever day to a sensation of pervading disgust and annoyance".
The book explains much of this annoyance. So I ask myself, if I have a sense of irritation
or gruffness, should I exhibit my maximum emotional intelligence and restrain myself? Or
are there times to let rip at the ignoramus who texts in the movies, or the paper-pushing
bureaucratic that spends our taxes justifying a decision?!! My coach says that I need to
get mad sometimes. I'm not sure that this is the week to start. After all, I'm putting myself
and others I work with out there to be involved in Leadership Week and people might
expect...expect what? Caught myself. Sorry Mother Teresa (and my Mum). If you are just
a brand, expect no mercy! Stephen
Posted by Stephen Drain at 05:18PM ()

Refresh
Tuesday, July 06, 2010
I  hope that  the people who interacted with  us during Leadership Week both at  our
workshops or the many that I am grateful passed by this blog and the Centre's site took
something away. If they did, I hope that something grows. Discovering my leadership
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happens at many levels as I was reminded again today by my friend Dr Vikram Murthy.
We can now see on MRI examinations much of what we previously estimated through
observations and testing. It's a bit like knowing the world is round by looking at it from
space. Not that long ago we humans thought it was flat, but slowly the thinking developed
and  we  established  that  it  was,  well  you  know  the  rest!  These  developments  in
Neuroscience are incredibly exciting. The neuroscientist Sam Harris has put forward the
proposition that the determination of our values can also be from a scientific basis. More
on all  this another day. Last week was both exhilarating and tiring. Exhilarating as I
watched eyes opened to values, authenticity and leadership discovery. These were eyes
that might not ordinarily get to go on a course. Tiring because, I'm proud to say, I gave it
all at our workshops. To do less would have just been work. Add shop to work and I'm
away! I see my diary has another authenticity workshop this week at the ATEM Aotearoa
Conference. Fortunately for me I was playing around with the AUT HR system and got
myself some leave yesterday (strange but true) and I spent time refreshing. We all need
to refresh and now I'm ready for more. That we can continually discover things about
ourselves and our leadership is the most exciting part of it all. When we think it's done
and dusted, then I reckon that's when we're done and dusted. But today I feel like it's just
starting again. Bring it on!
Posted by Stephen Drain at 07:12PM ()

Have the cops been raiding the bank?
Wednesday, July 14, 2010
It's almost a year since I first wrote on this blog. My second blog was about our trust bank
which got me thinking yesterday about my home town. There's been a lot of trouble down
there in Christchurch lately. Boy Racers are winding everyone up, there's been quite a
few hold-ups and yesterday two police officers were shot. Fortunately they survived, but
not so the police dog Gage. There's an increasing awareness that quite a lot of crime is
directed at police. The police commissioner Howard Broad has now said that he's going
to make guns more accessible to the police. There's new laws being introduced to make
it a more serious offence to assault a police officer. They have stun guns. We're building
lots of prison cells to keep people temporarily away from us (99% are coming out one day
to a neighbourhood near you). We're told by the police union that the police will need to
get tougher as society is not showing the respect that is due. When I put this all together
I'm disturbed. I'm mostly disturbed by the proposition that a lack of respect is a problem
that is only has one side to it. In coaching, I often say to my coachees that there is only
one person you can truly change and the best place to start is with that person. Over
Queen's Birthday weekend we were told that the police were going all out to slow us
down and that patrols were going to be out in force, which in fact, they appeared to be.
Only one person died on the roads that weekend. Subsequent (shorter weekends) have
not been so flash. It turned out that many of the police cars parked up apparently to get
the  speeding  public  were  empty.  It  was  a  con.  The  tone  and  content  of  police
communication to those it serves has become increasingly lecturing and telling. Anyone
with a modicum of leadership understanding will know the impact of such behaviour on a
team. And importantly, what deposits are being made in the trust bank with the public by
the police from its minister down, to us public? The solutions appear reminiscent of
bronze-age "eye for an eye" thinking, rather than addressing underlying issues. I am
certain and know that individual police officer's efforts are in many respects outstanding.
Ask any country cop about his or her relationship with the community and you will soon
find  that  trust,  goodwill  and  working  together  are  ingredients  that  are  not  just
advantageous, but essential, for getting the job done with the community. The trust bank
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has healthy deposits. Should we expect our police and our government to look inside and
explore their behaviour? Would some deep reflection about trust benefit? What about
other stuff outside the realm of policing that actually causes crime? I reckon it would. I'm
realistic of course and know that the man who shot the cops yesterday will and should
get what he deserves (including a shave!). But if personal leadership requires trust, then
so does organisational leadership and if it's not led by the police, we won't be solving
anything. Should the police and its masters do more about making some deposits into the
trust bank with us? It's easy and simple to think that the police aren't responsible for
crime, they're only responsible for picking up the mess that criminals create. Even if that's
the case, I  think we can fairly and squarely say that what we're doing with tougher,
bronze-age solutions, just ain't working. I reckon as well as being tough, we need to see
some deposits in the trust bank. Empty police cars, crooked cops and lecturing to us has
raided the bank. Before we need shotguns in the front of patrol cars, let's see some real
leadership. Some self reflection and building of trust with the community. Afterall, we're
all one. The police are ours, for us. Does your organisation have a trust bank with its
community?
Posted by Stephen Drain at 09:17AM ()

Defensive Force
Thursday, July 22, 2010
Watching  Seinfeld  tonight  Elaine  was bemoaning  the  fact  that  she  wasn't  seen as
responsible enough to babysit a friend's child. "Who wants to be responsible" responded
Jerry  Seinfeld  "Whenever  anything  goes  wrong  the  first  thing  they  ask  is  who  is
responsible". It's a question that has exercised the mind of the auditor general: why did
four Defence Force officers falsely claim allowances while on secondment to the UN.
Listening to interviews on the radio on the way to my run this evening I heard "they've
been disciplined", "won't happen again" and "they only claimed what they were entitled to
remember" several times. What I didn't hear was mention of culture and values that the
auditor general had identified as underlying causes of the falsities. At times of crisis, the
leaders of any organisation will need to adopt a command and control leadership style,
where directions are given and acted upon without question. The Defence business while
on operations surely fits into this camp. But what about the rest of the time? Can the
culture  switch  as  required  or  is  there  just  one  culture?  We  get  glimpses  of  an
organisation's culture through stuff that pops out externally - staff retention, how problems
are dealt with, choices people make about where to work and statements from leaders
are the sorts of things where we can pick up clues. So when its said that the culture and
values caused the environment that gave rise to the false claims what culture are we
talking  about?  Is  this  the  culture  that  requires  obedience to  superior  officers  in  all
circumstances, even when illegal? On the one hand you need to have officers able to
unquestioningly respond to orders. But outside of operations you need to have a culture
that allows questioning, coaching and responsibility for ones own actions. Sounds like a
big challenge. So when I listened to the radio tonight I heard all the things that one might
expect with the organisation top-down rule book approach to "make things happen". "I will
ensure that it doesn't happen again". That's a fine aim, but you won't if you don't change
the culture. And you won't change the culture by doing treating the problem with the
same culture that caused it. That dreadful defensiveness that uses rules and structures to
avoid the potential embarrassment of having to explore the root causes that the auditor
general identified. So who is responsible? Is that even the right question? I believe that in
leadership discovery we need to start with self. You won't be acting without integrity and
blind unquestioning if you're authentic. But if your leadership paridigm is about finding
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new ways to control and strategise then you're not even scratching the surface - you're
still  on  the  command  and  control,  but  with  fancy  words.  Leadership  discovery  of
authenticity.  It's  the  best  defence  against  a  culture  that  is  not  right,  and  the  most
sustainable way to embed real change. That's got a lot of force to it I reckon. Stephen
Posted by Stephen Drain at 12:16AM ()

People come first
Thursday, July 22, 2010

Stephen Tindall visited us today. Talking to
him  I  noticed  a  man  who  was  both
interesting and interested.  He took the time
to  engage  one-on-one  with  all  of  those
present  seeking  to  understand  their
businesses and aspirations. Naturally, we
were pleased to engage and spoke about
our leadership development and focus on
authenticity.  That  The  Warehouse  are
clients and Stephen Tindall is a graduate of

AUT were added bonuses and he promised to read our materials. Thank you. Speaking
to the wider group he said that when considering new companies for his investment
company K1W1 to invest in, he looks at three aspects:

• People
• Technology
• IP

 In that order. People come first. Not surprising for a great leader to think that. After he
had  gone  I  expressed  light-hearted  disappointment  to  my  team  that  no-one  had
addressed his as Sir Stephen, as he is. "Oh that's right!", declared Raewyn. Then we
realised. This leader didn't need a title. It was obvious. Stephen ps I did reassure the
team that if they felt the need to say the sir before Stephen for the afternoon, then go for.
After all, I don't mind being interrupted.
Posted by Stephen Drain at 06:22PM ()

Seeing through the fog
Friday, August 06, 2010
There's been a bit of fog around the super city recently and getting around has been
super slow. On a day trip to Hamilton (I was mocked for referring to the journey as a
"road trip"  but  hell,  we got above 40 km/h) it  was a beautiful  clear day with the fog
residing above the Bombays for once! This morning I was on the 28th floor of a city
building with a spectacular view out over the city, the harbour, the port, the tank farm and
beyond. My host perhaps didn't realise it but is was just the medicine I needed after a
fortnight of niggles about stuff that didn't matter in the long term (as it turned out) - a
builder  who  can't  complete  a  job,  a  communications  company  that  simply  can't
understand my minor an easily fixable grievance and my monthly favourite - the cashflow!
We often  hear  about  taking  a  strategic  view,  rising  above  the  detail  and  getting  a
perspective. Life has felt a bit foggy this week but today has brought some clarity. The
builder has committed for next week, the communications company saw sense and I
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understood my cashflow. On Tuesday I encountered someone wearing a Hamil-tron "city
of the future" T-shirt. Maybe it is - when the fog clears the future is clear. And Hamilton is
certainly on my side today - thanks to the good folk there, this blog has recorded the
highest number of hits ever today (and it's only 1.00pm!). What is your fog today? Could
you clear it and take the long view? Have a great weekend everyone. Stephen
Posted by Stephen Drain at 01:07PM ()

What is your leadership theme?
Monday, August 16, 2010
Just over a year ago on 10 August 2009 I wrote my first blog Who is doing your dirty
work. I had started contracting to AUT University a few months earlier to establish the
Centre for Innovative Leadership and started the blog partly, at least, to gain a web
presence for the Centre.  I  came to enjoy blogging and combined some of my other
interests - movies, photography and general commentary - into other related blogs. But
the leadership blog remains my core. I've learnt a lot about the technical aspects of
putting stuff on the web including photographs, linking, doing automatic feeds into twitter
and facebook and recently, video - which I believe will be the key to communication on
the web going forward. These words will become more limited. Speaking of words, I've
created  an  electronic  book  with  my  56  (including  this  one)  blogs  and  done  some
reflection about the themes within my work (sorry about all the headshots of me - it's to
do with the linking I  did on LinkedIn and I  can't  remove them ...  yet!).  Writing about
leadership has both consciously and unconsciously been a reflection of my own journey
in the last year and the other nearly 47 years before that. Which brings me to themes. My
conscious  themes  are  about  authenticity,  vulnerability,  having  fun,  photography,
narcissism, anti-dogma, transparency.  But  what  else comes through? What are my
unconscious themes? Looking through the blog book and doing some searches I also
found  a  story  embedded  about  my  sons,  my  father  and  mother,  holidays,  Space,
Evolution, Officials hiding, values, fake personal branding, religion, tolerance, running,
forests, driving and disclosure. No surprise then that that's been my life this past year: my
authentic leadership themes. What are yours? Stephen
Posted by Stephen Drain at 12:04AM ()
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